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Global Education Presents Morocco Campaign
BY JOCELYN KOLLER
Nor'easter Staff
The University of New
England has announced further
plans for its campus in Tangier,
Morocco. This campus will be
built as part of an agreement with
the American School of Tangier,
which is the oldest American
School in Morocco and wilJ
house the new UNE site. UNE
students will be able to attend the
Tangier campus at no additional
cost, and are able to stay for one
semester or a full academic year.
The location for the UNE
campus is ideal: downtown
Tangier is within walking distance and the Mediterranean Sea
is close by. In addition, the Tangier campus is close enough to
UNE's current study abroad program in Seville that both groups
of students would have the opportunity to interact with one
another-in fact, Spain is only
about 40 minutes away from the
campus by high-speed ferry.
While studying in Morocco, UNE students will have
the option of living on campus or with a host family. The
campus facility will consist of
two buildings that contain student and staff housing. as well

requirements. and lab courses
will be offered both on campus
and online to provide flexibility
for students.
The plan for UNE's Morocco campus was signed into
agreement in June of 2012; cur, rently, the campus is scheduled
to open in 2013. University
of New England Chair of the
Board, Mark Doiron. and Associate Provost for Global Initiatives. Anouar Majid, signed
the agreement on the campus of
the American School in Tangier.
Majid stated that this opening
would help to establish friendship between the two locations,
stating: "U.S. policy makers
have been struggling to reach out
COURTESY OF UNE.EDU to the Arab and Muslim worlds,
but we at UNE have decided to
and hopes to collaborate with the live up to our ideals and invest
University of Abdelmalek Essaa- in friendship. Our presence in
di, which is a public Moroccan Tangier, the meeting point of
university with a branch campus Europe, Africa, and the Arab
in Tangier. This collaboration world, wilJ build trust and allow
will allow for faculty exchangour students to discover multiple
es, research and other projects
cultures and languages at once.''
that will benefit both UNE and
the University of Abdelmalek The signed contract is for a reEssaadi. The curriculum at the newable 99-year period.
Tangier campus will be fully
compatible with UNE's course
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Prop<>M!d Morocco campus

as academic spaces and a cafe.
The two buildings, according
to the current depictions, are to
be solid white with Nor'easter
blue accents and trim. With the
close proximity to the American
School, UNE students will have
access to a swimming pool and
basketball courts. Cultural centers such as the cities of Casablanca, Fez. and Marrakesh will
be accessible for UNE students

studying in Tangier, and so will
the Atlas Mountains.
Within the Tangier community, UNE hopes to create an
open learning environment. Because of this, the university plans
to allow free access to lectures
given on the campus, which will
be sponsored by the Center for
Global Humanities. In addition,
UNE aims to offer select local
access to its Tangier courses,
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UNE Prepares to Rock the Vote by
Clarifying Registration Process

USG to Vote on Smoking Ban
BY PAIGE OLIVER
Nor'easter Staff
Over the past few years,
the University of New England
has been looking into making
the Biddeford and Portland campuses tobacco-free. This would
mean that no cigarettes, cigars,
or chewing tobacco would be
allowed on campus at any time.
The current policy revolves
around the 50-foot rule, which
is a peer-enforced manadate in
which smoking is prohibited
within 50 feet of any building
on campus. Recently. the other
student governments affiliated
with UNE- The College of
Osteopathic Medicine Student
Government Association and
GAPSA, the student government
on the Portland Campus-have
voted in favor of going tobacco
free. Now, the Undergraduate
Student Government is on the
verge of making their vote.
A large reason for the
push to go tobacco-free is for
health reasons. which concern
both smokers and non-smokers,
and many other colleges across
the countrv have alreadv started

the movement. Colleges such
as the University of Southern
Maine, the University of Maine
at Orono, and Colby College
have all begun to shift towards
going tobacco-free. In order to
make an educated decision that
is representative of the students
who live on the Biddeford Campus, a number of steps have been
taken. Information has been distributed among the students, a
Chat and Chew was held to answer student questions, and a
survey was issued via email to
all Biddeford students last week
asking if they were in favor of a
tobacco-free campus. Of those
who voted, 56.5 percent voted in
favor of going tobacco free. and
43 .5 percent voted against.
Even if USG votes in favor of going tobacco-free, there
is still a lot of work to be done
in order to determine how the
policy will be administered. The
USG E-Council met on October 15 to discuss these results
and USG will be voting on their
stance this Friday, October 19 at
3:30PM in Alfond 205. All students are encouraeed to attend.
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BY CARLOS AGUERO
Nor'easter Staff
There is much confusion this time of year over how
to register to vote, and then over
the implications of said registration. Chloe Maiers. President of
UNE's People of Politics, and
Brennancenter.org. a reputable
voting laws website, can both
help clarify what UNE students
should be doing in order to prepare for election day
If one is worried about
the registration deadline, fret not,
for the state of Maine is quite lenient on deadlines. "Maine has
same day voting laws, meaning,
if you show up at your polling
place on Election Day, November 6, you can register right then
and there. If you're from out of
state you can get an absentee ballot online, print it out, fill it out,
and send it out. It's so easy that's
it's silly to not register," commented Maiers.
UNE is also providing
transportation to students who
may not have a car on campus,
for this provides an opportunity for these students to vote.
"There's going to be a shuttle on
Election Day to bring students
to the polling place and back,"
mentioned Maiers .
Finally, if one is worried
about a valid form of identification. there are simple solutions to
that problem. "You can bring in
a piece of mail if you' re registering in the state of Maine as proof
of identification; it's that easy,"
noted Maiers.
For the students worried
about a financial aid package
SPORTS:
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changing due to voter registration. Brennancenter.org, website
for The Brennan Center for Justice at New York University of
Law, outlines the implications
of voter registration for college
students: "Maine has a 'gain or
loss' provision which states that
no voter will either gain or lose
residency solely because of their
presence in or absence from the
state while attending school (Me.
Rev.Stat.Ann.tit.21-A, § 1127(7)
(2011 )). It explicitly states that it
may not be interpreted 'to prevent a student at any institution
of learning from qualifying as a
voter' in the town 'where the student resides while attending' that
school. Out-of~state tuition does
not preclude residency for voting
purposes.
So where someone is
registered to vote does not affect
any federal financial aid, including Pell Grants, Perkins and Stafford Loans, Academic Competitive Grants, SMART Grants, and
other federal loans. It will also
not affect whether a student is
considered a parents' dependent
for FAFSA purposes."
However, a small handful
of private scholarships and grants
are designated for residents that
reside in a particular place. If a
student has one of these scholarships or grants, he/she should
check with the administrator of
the program to see how they determine residency-they may not
consider voter registration, or
they may not care if you switch
your residency once enrolled at
college," states brennancenter.
org.
On an ending note,
A&E:
Breakup Playllst, pqe 8
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there's the importance of actually voting, which is something
that college students need to
consider. As Chloe Maiers puts
it: "A lot of people are put off by
the debates and the negative ads,
but people should remember that
it's not just about Obama and
Romney, there are a Jot of other
things besides that on the ballots.
I'm from Minnesota and I voted
absentee last week. We're voting on gay marriage, and we' re
voting on voter J.O. laws. Also, :
the things that you vote on, you
can't think of it in tenn.s of the
next four years. It's the rest of the •
future of your community, your
state, your country."
UNE is running a campaign right now called "We Will
Rock the Vote," and it encourages all students to get involved
and participate on election day.
This showcases the importance
that the university is putting on
this election and the role that
UNE students can play in it.
Events include informative sessions. transportation to polls,
and information being available
about the different people and issues present on the ballot.
For even more information about registration, students
can contact the People of Politics group, visit the said website Brennancenter.org or attend
some of the events being put on
by the "We Will Rock the Vote"
campaign.
OPINIONS:
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Maine Candidates vie for Senate Seat

Biddeford
Weather Forecast

enforce pro-economic policies in
order to bring America back on
its feet. Like many other Repub-

TODAY
Abundant sunshine. Highs
in the low 60s
~
and lows in
the mid40s.

licans, he opposes Obamacare,

tax increases on the wealthy, and
the legalization of gay marriage.
However, Summers approves of
legal access to abortion, but wish-

TOMORROW
Partly cloudy.
Highs in the

es to keep government funds out
of the issue.

mjd 60s and

In the end, the public

lows in the

seems to believe that the candi-

low 50s.

WEEKEND FORECAST
Friday

Partly cloudy.
Highs in the
low 60s and
lows in the
low 50s.

Showers possible. Highs in
the upper 50s
and lows in
the mid 40s.

Saturday

Qj
a"aaa

Sunday

Qj
aaaaa

Occasional
showers possible. Highs
in the low 60s
and lows in
the upper 40s.
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History in

dates need to reach a consensus on
I ndepcndent Angus King

Nor'easter Staff
Maine's 2012 Senate race
is currently underway, and there
are three candidates at the forefront: Republican Charlie Summers, Independent Angus King,
and Democrat Cynthia Dill.
Although many people
believe that their votes may not
resonate within the state or the
country, the upcoming Senate
race hopes to provide evidence
to the contrary. Whether Governor Romney or President Obama
is elected. people of all ages are
emphasizing the need for government to work together in order to
be successful.
With newer and younger
generation's focus on individual
thought, the belief in simple solutions seems to have disappeared.
The President has people shooting

1979
BY JOCELYN KOLLER
Nor'easter Staff

President Carter

creating Department
of Education.
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Mother Teresa of
India is awarded
•
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down his ideas because they don't
agree, due to partisanship (meaning party-based ideas, e.g. Republican and Democratic).
Thus far, Maine·s Senate race has displayed all of these
overarching issues on a smaller
scale-starting with the oddball
candidate, Angus King, independent. It's a bold thing to announce neutrality in the political
world, and King brings promises
of working directly to help out the
people without, the intent of arguing based on parties. Of course,
the partisanship in the Senate
docs not take kindly to independents, due to the possibility of being shot down by either side of the
political parties.
King is projected to place
first among his competitors, Cynthia Dill and Charlie Summers,
due to his past experience as
Maine's two-term independent

governor. This is no easy feat, as
acting as an independent has voters wonied about what he will
be able to accomplish during his
term.
Fonner Civil Rights attorney Cynthia Dill appears as a
wavering decision for the democratic primary Not many "big"
democrats stepped up to the plate
for the primary, which perhaps resulted in Dill's selection. She bas
big ideas even for a democratsuch as solving the problem of
partisanship in order to augment
progress. Some criticize Dill's for
her inexperience with foreign policy, but Dill's response is that she .
hopes for the people of Maine to
work collaboratively on the issue.
Charlie Summers brings
his republican ideals into the fray
by focusing on economic issues.
With experience in the field, the
2010 Secretary of State wishes to

pitfall. Political malleability may
seem like a tempting choice, as it
adds another vote to an issue that
may end up "solved." However,
in the past, has the opposition of
the partisanship of government
been this prevalent? Independents
of today try to raise awareness of
this problem, but our collective
interpretation of history tells us
that the democrats and republicans have not completely failed
us yet. In this senatorial race, we
see the same partisan ideals out of
the respective parties. The trick
is for Maine to determine what
Maine, or even the country, needs
at this time.

Sweetser Partners with PA Program

Nationally

signs legislation

big issues such as the economic

BY DANIEL CHIEM

The University of New
England's Physician Assistant
(PA) Program bas gained a new
psychiatric trammg module,
thanks to Dr. Edward Pontius, a
staff psychiatrist at Sweetser.
The university's PA program recently partnered with
Sweetser employee Dr. Pontius
to further develop the behavioral
health portion of the PA program.
Pontius is a staff psychiatrist and
clinical supervisor at Sweetser.
He had previously worked with
other universities to organize and

develop behavioral health clinical rotations for PA students. His
responsibility with the UNE program includes creating cuniculum-based lectures as well as developing a six-week long clinical
rotation schedule. which will expose PA students to patients who
struggle with behavioral health
issues.
To fulfill the requirements
of the module, Dr. Pontius gave
lectures on general psychiatry,
while another Sweetser member,
Dr. Marc Kaplan, D.O. (Sweeter's Medical Director) also provided information on child and
adolescent psychiatry. Dr. Kaplan

said that the partnership between
the PA program and Sweetser is a
"cornerstone of Sweetser's mission to not only educate future
primary care providers in how to
provide behavioral health treatment in primary care settings,
but to eventually be able to provide basic primary medical care,
right in a Sweetser outpatient behavioral health facility. Sweetser
makes every effort to connect our
behavioral health patients with
local primacy care practices, but
a subset of our patients have signifi.cant barriers to actually get to
a primary care office. Being able
to provide basic medical care for

those patients on site at one of our
behavioral health centers could be
lifesaving."
Sweetser is a local nonprofit organization located in
Saco, Maine. The organization
serves about 18,000 adults and
children throughout the state, and
is nationally recognized and accredited. It is a comprehensive
behavioral health network, which
delivers mental health care to
members of the community and
beyond.

World News

•
BY DANIEL
FEATHERSTONE
Nor'easter Sta.ff

Southwestern United States
Linked to Mexican Drug Trade
The Southwestern United
States has been a hotbed of drug
trafficking recently, especially
since the popularity of Methamphetamine (meth) has risen.
Mexican drug cartels have been
producing meth in what authorities call "super labs," and
the product is reaching dangerously high levels of purity. This
makes the hazardous drug even
more addkling and causes violence. disease and many other
social issues. The Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) reports that
meth busts have quadrupled over
the past three years, especially
along the Southwest border of
the United States. Mexican-produced meth now makes up about
80 percent of all meth sold in the
U.S. The DEA warns that the
new batches of Mexican meth
have a purity level. on average,
of 88 percent-which rose form
33 percent in 2007. The current
marketing strategy of dealers is

to produce a high-quality product and get users booked. The
DEA has said that they are "marketing geniuses."
The United States and
Mexican governments have
been taking measures to get this
drug off the streets. In the United States, purchases of products used to produce meth are
tracked, and sales are limited. In
Mexico, the military and police
are actively stopping production
at the best rates they can. In February of this year, Mexican officials reported that they seized 15
tons of methamphetamine.

Sandusky Sentenced
Jerry Sandusky has been
sentenced for his sexual abuse
of multiple children whilst heading a youth program called Second Mile. While he was assistant
coach to Joseph Paterno, of the
highly successful Penn State
football team. he was found to
have abused ten boys while employed by Penn State and the
Second Mile program. His misuse of authority led to one of the
most highly publicized scandals
of the oast vear.

Judge John M. Cleland
sentenced Sandusky to no less
than 30 years in jail, which is essentially a life sentence for this
sixty-eight year old. The judge
mentioned that his actions were
not only resulted in physical
abuse, but also abuse to each
victim's psyche. The judge also
spoke of his Sandusky's exploitation of power. The Judge stated, ••All the qualities that make
you successful concealed your
vices. This, in my view, makes
you dangerous." This is not the
end of this dramatic trial, however, as the attorney for Sandusky's
defense bas ten days to appeal
the court's decision.

Meningitis outbreak raises
concerns over Epidural Steroid Injections
The recent outbreak of
fungal meningitis has killed 14
individuals thus far. However,
meningitis isn't the only possible
side effect caused by these injections. Specifically. there have
been many documented cases of
severe nerve damage such as paralysis and strokes. Pain specialists have maintained that these

complications are extremely
rare, about 1 in 10,000, but the
meningitis outbreak has highlighted the possibility of these
issues occurring. These injections are made into the epidural
site directly outside of the spinal
column, but sometimes the injections can go astray despite physician's attempts to prevent mishaps. This is one way in which
medical complications may
arise. The meningitis outbreak
has been traced to a steroidal
compound produced by a pharmaceutical company in Framingham, Massachusetts. Whether
fungal meningitis or nerve damage, the consequences to patients
are dire. Victims of nerve damage may continue to be affected
by chronic pain for decades after
receiving the injection.

town.

Abdullahi Muhammad
reported on the occurrence in
Kaduna state, where he heads a
local government close by. Kaduna is located near what some
call Nigeria's "Middle Belt," an
area of frequent struggle over
land, ethnicity, and religion.
These st[}lggles often translate
into violence.
Sunday's attacker is so
far unknown. Boko Haram, a
radical Islamist group, is sus- •
pected by some-although this
group is more commonly known
for targeting government officials, security forces, or Chris- •
tians worshippers. Still, Boko
Haram bas been known to attack
some mosques in the past that
do not adhere to their strict and
specific interpretation of Islam.
Other officials suspect that the
Twenty Killed in Northern
attack was more likely the work
Nigeria
of a local gang,
At least 20 people were
The Kaduna state pokilled in northern Nigeria on lice commissioner, Olufemi AdSunday, October 14. in the small enaike, confinned the details of
village of Dogo Dawa. Local the incident, but officials are still
officials reported that gunmen unsure of the death toll at this
opened fire on Muslim worship- time.
pers leaving a mosoue in the
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UNE offers several Faculty-Led Travel Courses
BY LIANA CAO
Nor'easter Staff
Global citizenship is an
important part of the University
of New England's mission. The
University wants every graduate to have had at least one experience abroad to better understand other cultures and how the
world is interconnected. Studying abroad is an essential part of
being competitive in today's job
market. Not able to go abroad
for a semester? The Global Education Office has the answer:
Faculty Led Travel Courses.
These courses offer classes held
throughout the semester (with a
few exceptions), and then at the
semester break students get firsthand experience about the country they learned about by traveling there for two or three weeks.
Expedition to the Galapagos is a four-credit marine
science course during the spring
semester taught by Dr. Kathryn
Ono. During the semester, students will learn about the biota,
history, ecology. and the behavior and evolution of the animals
ofthe Galapagos--and then cruise
around the islands aboard a private yacht in May. During past
journeys, UNE students have
encountered blue-footed boobies, Galapagos tortoises, marine
iguanas, sea lions. and Antarctic
penguins. Ariel Evans, a student
who took the class previously,
states. "Traveling to the Galapagos Islands was by far one of
the most incredible experiences
I have had in my life. Learning
about something in a classroom
is one thing. but actually being
able to immerse yourself in what
you are learning makes the class
that much more interesting and
exciting. The lab truly brings

what you are learning to life, and
makes everything you go over in
class seem relevant."
This spring there is also
course traveling to Panama,
taught by Dr. Jeri Fox, which
will cover the history and geology of the Caribbean with an
emphasis on the island of Boca
del Toros. Island and marine biodiversity. ecology, and the evolution of populations are just a
few of the topics covered. Other
topics will include the impact of
an agricultural economy versus
a tourist economy on the environment and the reef and how
NGOs and international environmental treaties affect the conservation efforts of the Caribbean.
The course is offered during the
spring semester with the ten-day
travel lab taJcing place at the end
of May. In Panama, students will
snorkel on the reefs. get canopy
access training, go caving, and
take a tour of the Panama Canal
Zone.
Belize is offered during
the Fall 2013 semester and is an
in-depth study of the biology and
taxonomy of corals, while examining the ecology of coral reef
system. Students will travel to
Belize with Dr. Jeri Fox in January. There, students will snorkel in the lagoons of Ambergris
Caye. the Hol Chan and Bacalar
Chico Marine Reserves. While in
Belize, students stay in a remote
field station at the northern tip
of Ambergris Caye, where there
is access to the reef, mangroves,
seagrass beds, and jungle.
Not interested in Marine
Sciences but still want to go to
the Caribbean? A course to the
Dominican Republic is being offered this spring break. Students
can fulfill the citizenship requirement while volunteering with a

grassroots organization teaching children English in Monte
Cristi. For this one-credit class
taught by Donna Gaspar Jarvis,
students will be responsible for
developing and facilitating a curriculum and creating learning
games and activities to engage
children ages preschool through
high school. Students will have
an opportunity to learn more
about the culture and history of
the Dominican Republic through
discussions, film, a visit to tbe
Dajabon market and a trip to the
El Moro National Park.
If the Dominican Republic doesn't sound appealing,
travel instead to Dominica, also
known as Nature Island, and experience first-hand the challenges
of sustainable development. Explore tropical island ecosystems.
engage with Dominican partners.
and participate in hands-on development projects with two primary schools in Dominica with
Dr. Thomas Klak.. Hike to the
Boiling Lake, harvest bananas.
stay with a homestay family in
Dominica, and learn about the
consequences of different types
of tourism during the semester.
Caribbean Sustainable Development is a four-credit course
which meets during the fall semester and travels in January.
Fulfill the advanced studies and
citizenship requirement with this
one travel course.
Dr. Paul Burlin is also offering a citizenship course during the spring semester to Brazil.
Dr. Burlin has lived and taught
in Brazil, and in this one-credit
course, students travel with him
to learn about the history of
Brazil and volunteer in povertystricken neighborhoods. An introduction to the Portuguese language is included in this course.

If someone is looking
for a course that is more focused
toward the health sciences, he
or she should consider the Peru
citizenship course. Traveling in
January, students will take part in
healthcare campaigns, working
with Peruvian doctors in Cusco
and indigenous, Quechua-speaking communities in the Andes.
Students wi!J learn about the Incas and the Spanish conquest of
Peru and some Spanish. Included
in this one-credit course is a trip
to a community of traditional,
indigenous weavers and to the
"lost city" of Machu Picchu. Dr.
Steven Byrd says, "I think of
this course as a real-life Indiana
Jones experience."
Ghana is another medical trip. August 2013 and March
2014 are the next travel dates.
This program offers immersion
experiences that enable students
to work alongside Ghana Health
Service, Community Health
Educators and the community.
UNE has been a part of this established partnership in the twin
cities of Sekondi and Takoradi,
Ghana, West Africa since 2008.
Participants will engage in direct
health services, interprofessional
collaboration, community education, and academic and crosscultural exchange while accompanied by Professor Jennifer
Morton.
If a student is looking
for an environmentally focused
trip to Africa, there is a fourcredit course offered that travels
to Kenya in the Spring of 2014.
Dr. Richard Peterson introduces
students to the history of Kenya
and the challenges faced today
in the areas of the environment
and health and community development during the semester.
Students travel during the month

of May. During the three weeks
spent in Kenya, students will
meet and work alongside people
and organizations that are working to tackle the complex issues
in those areas. While in Kenya,
students will also have lectures
at the University of Nairobi and
the National Museums of Kenya.
Also included is a visit to Nairobi National Park. exploration
of the capital city, a trip through
the Great Rift Valley to Kisumu
on the shores of Lake Victoria,
hands-on learning with a variety
of community service, health and
environmental research and work
with government organizations.
Students will stay with Kenyan
families during the weekend and
a enjoy a two-day safari trip to
Masai Mara National Reserve at
the end.
To take any of these
courses, students must tum in an
application. Each course has a
lab fee that varies depending on
the destination. Scholarships are
also available through the Global
Education Program. Both course
and si:holarship applications for
spring semester courses are due
November I with course applications being accepted afterward if
there are spaces available. Visit
the Global Education website at
www.une.edu/global/ed/ or the
office in Decary I26 for applications and answers to frequently
asked questions.

River Ferry Update
BY EMILY CAMPBELL
Nor'easter Staff
Since
mid-September
the River Ferry Project has been
transporting UNE community
members across the Saco River,
between Bare Knee Point Kayak
in Camp Ellis and the UNE dock
on the Biddeford Campus. The
project provides an alternative
mode of transportation for commuters who come from across
the Saco River and points north
of Biddeford. This initiative low-

ers the University's carbon emissions associated with transportation and therefore helps bring
UNE closer to meeting the goals
of the Climate Action Plan signed
by President Ripich in 2008.
The ferry is run by Captain Lagerstrom and operates
at three times during the day:
7:30-9:00AM. 11:45-1:ISPM,
and 4:30-6:00PM. The benefits
of taking this 5-rninute boat ride
instead of driving include reducing travel time up to 15 minutes
each way, saving on gas money,

accessing free and convenient
parking, and enjoying the beauty
of the Saco River.
During the first three
weeks of operation. there has
been a significant increase in ferry ridership, from 56 trips across
the river during the first week, to
81 trips during the third week.
The ferry makes multiple trips
during each block with room for
bags and bikes. This project has
the potential to remove the commutes of 90 cars each day. Based
on ridership trends and the po-

Biddeford Police Blotter
10/05/2012

are in their 30s, male
and a female.

• Caller reports that a
car is broken down on • Caller said there is a
Rt 111 on the over pass
loose Chihuahua bejust before Home Dehind the store ACO adpot.
vised.

doors and yelling at
the yellow abandoned
residence. One blonde
female with a ripped
black dress, unable to
see the second female.
10/09/2012

• Caller reports a waJ- • Caller reports an in•
let was taken from the
jured seagull close to • Reporter said there
Cafe Perk. Left purse
the Elm St. and Prewas a subject smoking
on counter while paycourt.
marijuana
cigarette
ing and was taken from
but threw it into the
her purse while ringing • Subject reports an inwater upon officer arout her tea.
toxicated male subject
rival. Subject removed
inside Alex Pizza being
from the area.
• Caller states that 2-3
disorderly.
people ripped down a
• Caller reports beDo Not Enter sign and 10/08/2012
ing harassed over the
entered a condemned
phone by boyfriend via
building.
Unknown • Caller reports two
text message concernwhat their activity is.
intoxicated
juvenile
ing disagreement over
Caller says that they
females kicking the
a couch.

tential of the project, participation is expected to increase in the
coming weeks. To date 43 people have made the trip across the
river. The office of sustainability
is looking to increase these numbers before the end of the ferry
season. This way, the office has
a better idea of what to do in the
spring and how many people to
expect in the future.
If students are interested
in riding the ferry and haven't
already, they will need to fill out
a liability waiver, which is avail-

able at the dock or in advance by
email if you contact UNE's Sustainability Coordinator. This service is free and open to all UNE
community members so mix it
up and take a ferry ride!
If you have any questions

about the River Ferry Project,

•

please contact Alethea Cariddi,
UNE Sustainability Coordinator,
at acariddi@une.edu.

•
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FEATURES
Your First Year: Staying Motivated

BY JENNIFER DeBURRO
Nor'easter Contributor
When you arrived at the
University of New England you
likely came with grand expectations of what the experience
would be like and the fun you'd
have. You've made some new
friends. explored topics and theories with our great faculty, and
hopefully gotten involved with
a club or organization. Perhaps
you've also encountered experiences you hadn't planned on,
such as late night fire alarms due
to burnt popcorn (if you're living
in the residence halJs). or a volume of work that at times feels
more overwhelming than you
think you can handle. For some
of you, what you expected your
experience would be doesn't
align with the experience you're

actually having.
Shifting gears, reflect on
a time when you wanted to own
something. Maybe it was a toy
or a new musical instrument
that you hounded your parents
for day in and day out. Perhaps
you were lucky enough to get
that guitar you had asked for as a
gift at the holidays. After leaming to eke out a few chords and
the melody to "Mary Had a Littie Lamb". you suddenly found
yourself disinterested in the guitar. But why? You were so excited and convinced you'd be the
next Jimi Hendrix! Well, maybe
you realized that learning to play
the guitar wasn ·t as easy as you
thought. Or worse, you found
out that special someone you
were trying to impress wasn't
into the 'brooding artist' type after all, and instead was more in-

terested in the 'jock type·. Either
way, what you expected your experience would be didn't align
with the experience you actually
had.
What happens when our
expectations don't align with our
reality? We get bored or frustrated, or in some cases, resentful.
Maybe you're frustrated with
the major you selected because
as it turns out, you need to be
more comfortable with math or
chemistry than you'd anticipated. Maybe you're feeling resentful towards your roommate because at the start of the year you
hung out all the time and now
they seem to have a new group
of friends, of which you're not a
part.
When you find yourself stuck in a rut, begin to dig
yourself out of it by first identi-

fying what you're feeling. Is it
boredom? Is it sadness? Once
you've identified the feeling,
explore the genesis of that feeling and the expectation behind
it. Am I feeling frustrated with
my chemistry class because I've
never struggled to keep up with
homework and now I do? Am I
feeling sad because I thought my
roommate and I would become
BFF's and we're not? The way
you're feeling stems from something, so what is it?
Now that you've figured
out what you're feeling and why
you're feeling it, get to the business of modifying your expectations. So it turns out you're not
as adept at math which is why
you're feeling frustrated and not
wanting to wake up and go to
your chemistry class. It's time to
shift your expectation which was

that you'd ace all your exams
and sail effortlessly through the
course, to a more realistic one.
Perhaps a re-tooled expectation
in this case is one in which you
recognize this course will be difficult; that you'll need to rely on
peer tutors, your professor, and
or classmates to be successful;
and that while you won't sail
through, you will end _the semester with a respectable grade.
By redefining our expectations to meet with our reality, we can address the negative
feelings that most often lead to
a lack of motivation. Challenging a lack of motivation puts you
back in the captain's seat, as the
navigator of your future.

Recycling at the Forum
BY EMil..Y CAMPBELL
Nor'easter Staff
Those who have ventured
across Route 9 to the new Alfond
Forum are probably familiar
with the building's spectacular
size. the awesome new ice rink
and, most likely, the burritos at
the new eatery. Some students,
however, might be less familiar
with the eatery's waste station.
which has convenient slots for
single-sort recycling, returnable
bottles & cans, and trash items.
In the Forum. the waste station is
just like the recycling and trash
stations all over campus, except

the green. blue and grey bins
here are enclosed within a single
cupboard with three openings on
the top. This gives a new, cleaner
look to our waste disposal and
fits better with the look of the
Forum. but it may take a little
getting used to. This fresh look
may be the future of recycling on
the UNE campus. so it's important that we all figure out how it
works. I promise, it's not hard!
The first few weeks of
this semester saw a lot of contamination in the new recycling
station, mainly by food waste
getting mixed in with the recycling. This may seem trivial,

but when notable amounts of
trash get in with the recycling. it
causes problems at the recycling
center. If high levels of contamination continue EcoMaine,
which processes UNE's recyclable materials. can refuse to take
our single-sort recycling, which
would cause many issues for our
waste system and for much of the
UNE community. To ensure this
doesn't happen, take a moment to
make sure you and your friends
are getting rid of your waste
properly. Because the identifying colors of the three waste bins
are hidden behind the cupboard,
you should take a look at the col-

or-coded signs that clearly state
which slots to use above and on
the front of the cabinet.
During the past couple
of weeks you may have seen a
number of friendly Eco-Reps,
our student connections to campus sustainability, hanging out
in the Forum and talking with
people about how the system
works; they will gladly talk with
anyone who has questions about
recycling on campus. For those
of you who missed them, here is
a quick refresher of what kinds
of items go where: single-sort
recycling items include all paper products, hard plastics. and

lids; returnable items are 5 cent
redeemable bottles and cans (every bottled drink in the Forum
is redeemable); trash items are
left-over food, straws, dirty napkins, plastic ware, plastic wrap
and Styrofoam. And don't forget to leave the reusable plastic
Tupperware-style bins on top of
the cabinet. Sodexo sterilizes
these for reuse, further reducing
UNE's footprint (these containers are also at the Alfond Cafe).
When in doubt, ask a
friend, consult the signs, or trash
it. We don't have fruit flies yet,
but we will if the food waste
ends up in the recycling bins.

According to Scrivs
BY STEVE SCRIVENER
Nor'easter Staff
Wow, where has all
the time gone? Here we are in
the second week of October, one
of the most important times of
the year, thinking about the year
ahead of us and taking in the
beautiful fall foliage. Mid-Oc• tober is, of course, highlighted
by MLB postseason play, which
most of us New Englanders have
forgotten about in the midst of
• an absent Boston Red Sox club.
It is also an important time for us
students as we are in the heart of
mid-term exams. We begin to do
what we've done in the past-reserve a spot in the library so that
we can cram our heads in textbooks for a few days before the
big tests. While these are both
very critical points on the calen-

dar, what really places this time
in a category ofits own is fantasy
football season.
For the ladies reading this
article, it can sometimes be difficult to understand what the big
deal is about fantasy football, and
why it is seemingly impossible
to grab a moment of your man's
attention when Sunday NFL
countdown rolls around. I will
try to offer a brief explanation as
to why we men focus so much of
our precious time on this imaginary game, but
I hate to say that most of you
will just never understand. Quite
frankly, fantasy football provides
us men with a chance to be our
own coaches and general managers, while ignoring all the naysayers out there. 1t provides us
with, for lack of a better word,
a Utopia-a simple escape from

life; an escape from the philosophy papers, the crowded gym,
and (to be quite honest) nagging
girlfriends.
One of the more exhilarating
adrenal rushes that makes fantasy football an essential part of a
man's life aside from the football,
the beer, and the chicken wings,
is that indescribable feeling of
undeserved accomplishment we
get when we beat one of our
good buddies in a head-to-head
match. Ignore the C- we got on
that test last week, or the cold
pizza we had the day before from
Decary-nothing matters when
you realize that you arc a better
fantasy football general manager
than your friends. But as they say,
if something seems too good to
be true, then it most likely is, and
this is no different. What makes
this second week in October so

noteworthy is something that we
fantasy footballers have come to
know as the dreaded "Bye Week."
Right around weeks five
through seven of the football
season, all fantasy GM's inevitably hit a time when three to
five of our top players are all
coincidently on a "bye week"
at the same time, and we realize we had not drafted as deep
of a team as we had previously
thought. Given the obvious importance of winning head- tohead match-ups, fantasy football
owners all over the globe are
anxiously reading expert reviews
on the top sleeper picks for the
upcoming Sunday. In hopes of
snagging the "Steven Ridley's of
the World" off ofwaivers, players
want to offset the disappointing
plays of hopeful running backs
like Chris Johnson or Fred Jack-

son. While most of us hope that
a quick waiver pick- up can provide that energetic boost to turn
around our unexpected 1-4 start
to the season, the reality is that
most of us will undoubtedly pick
up someone who either gets a
horrible ACL injury on the first
drive or becomes overshadowed
by some un-drafted free agent
that snuck under everyone's radar. Whatever the outcome, just
remember that while the rush of
fantasy football is felt most during times of victory, the experience gained throughout the entire season can never be explained
or described- it can only be understood by us men who dare to
take part in this epic journey as
we cheer on the boys of fall.

Dear Abby,
This year I have three roommates; two guys and one girl.
One of my male roommates has
confessed that he has a crush on
me. I do not/eel the same way as
he does, and 1 told him immediately when I found out. I let him
know in the nicest way 1 could
and we still maintain a good
friendship. Recently though, this
roommate has been coming on to
me. I already explained to him
how I felt once, so now I'm not
really sure what to do to set him
straight?
Sincerely,
I don't like you like that

Dear I don't like you like that,
I think that you are doing everything right. Make it a point to tell
him that you do not like him like
that. If it becomes a huge deal,
start bringing other guy friends
around to show him that you are
not interested in him. There are
only so many ways you can get '
your point across. Also. if that
does not work start pointing other cute girls or even try to set him
up. It's a sneaky way to try to get
him off your back.
Sincerely,
Abby

AskAbby
Dear Abby.
I've been having trouble meeting
guys around campus. It seems so
ha.rd to do since there are so many
girls and so Jew guys. However,
I ha.ve seen this one really cute
boy on campus, but it seems like I
never get the chance to say hi or
introduce myself. I really would
like to get to know him, but it
seems so difficult when we don't
have any classes together, and
I only see him in passing. What
should I do?
Sincerely,
Passerby

up to him casually and start talking to him. If you feel you're
more comfortable, try to see if
he '11 get lunch with you. It's a
great casual and cheap non-date.
It gives you both a chance to get
to know each other with out any
pressure or commitment.
Sincerely,
Abby

Dear Abby,
I have a crush on a boy wlw
is friends with one of my guy
friends. I usually run into him
a couple times a week. and he
never talks to me. I feel like he
Dear Passerby,
doesn't even know I exist. I know
If you are out of your comfort that its cliche, but it's true! I don't
zone. it's a good sign. Try to go know what to do to get his anen-

tion. I also don't want to make
my guy friend feel awkward, or
think tha.t I'm coming in between
their friendship. Please help!
Sincerely,
Invisible Girl

Dear Invisible Girl,
It's hard to know if someone
thinks you exist or not. When
he's around you should try to
look nice and stand out. Talk to
him when your other roommates
are not around that way you talk
to him with no other distractions.
You've got to start small, work
you way into his life ;)
Sincerely,
Abby

To submit questions for Abby,
please email me@noreasternews.com.
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Professor Spotught: Andrew Rotondo

COURTESY OFUNE.EDU
Dr. Andrew Rotondo

BY RYAN McNALLY
Nor'easter Staff

Dr. Andrew Rotondo,
fresh from graduate school and
the newest edition to the faculty here at UNE, challenges the
preconceived notions associated
with his title: philosophy professor.
Born in California, Rotondo moved to Virginia but ultimately found himself in New Jersey where he attended Rutgers 's
University. He began studying
psychology; however, he quickly
stumbled upon new ideas that led
him in a different academic path.
"When I was an undergraduate I discovered philosophy ," he said. ''I was just blown

away and fell in love with it and
ended up taking a lot of philosophy courses, way more than my
major required."
He credits this unforeseen
encounter to his initial interest in
psychology, where intellectuals
questioned if studies were really
scientific or just pseudoscience.
"What I discovered was
this question of what is science?
When is it scientific? When is
it just based on faith or something like that?" he explained. ''I
found that really interesting and
thought: what do people even
mean when they say this isn't
scientific but this is?"
These questions stuck
with Rotondo as he probed the
world of philosophy.
"I discovered that this
was actually a question that philosophers have spent a lot of time
addressing and talking about. I
then realized there's a whole discipline that looks at interests like
this."
Thus began his new direction that eventually led him to
Brown University in Providence,
Rhode Island where he received
his PhD in philosophy and wrote
his dissertation on epistemology.
"Technically epistemology means the study of knowledge, but that's not really helpful

to tell somebody," he joked. 'The
way I think of it is as the study of
what counts as evidence or what
makes it rational for us to believe
that something is true."
Here at UNE, Rotondo
has only positive remarks of his
experience so far, even with the
sudden move to a new state.
"I'd never been [to
Maine], but I have to say, its fantastic. I'm really happy here, its
wonderful. My colleagues, the
philosophy department, and the
UNE administration have been
very nice, too, and I've had a
great impression of the students
so far."
In questioning the importance of his courses, Rotondo
hopes to encourage students to
view philosophy with a different
mindset.
"UNE is focused on the
medical sciences and tends to
have a very pragmatic mindset,''
he explained. "I'd like to see
more people open and interested
in the idea of pursuing a major
like philosophy and see how it's
perfectly compatible with their
interests in medical science and
can even compliment it.''
Students with such medical science direction may question their ability in a philosophy
course since the topics are of-

ten predetermined as abstract,
contrasting their typical science
class. Rotondo recognizes this
difference but sees it as great potential.
"My class is going to expose you to an intellectual world
that you've never seen before,"
he says, noting the potential moments of "frustration and bad
headaches" with a laugh.
But, even as he continued
to exp\ain his philosophical interests more in-depth, he never became confusing or uninteresting,
even with my limited knowledge
of such intellectual questions.
His ability to express dizzying
questions understandably was
surprising, not because Rotondo
seemed unable, but because, really, when has anyone ever truly
understood a philosophy professor?
His ability to explain potentially daunting and ambiguous topics with clarity may come
from his view that the material
should be internalized and implemented, not just remembered.
"We appreciate excellence in medicine and athletics,
but I think what people often neglect is intellectual excellence;
excellence in developing your
mind, your .knowledge, and your
wisdom," he explained, insist-

ing, "there's no better place to do
that than philosophy."
In regards to life outside
of the university, Rotondo jokingly admits, "there's nothing
too juicy." But it's obvious he
doesn't mold to the eccentric
qualities one may associate with
a philosopher, like intensely staring into the wondrous sky contemplating his own existence at
any moment of leisure.
''I'm not a skeptic to
the world out~ide my mind," he
laughs, adding that, if he never
found philosophy, "I'd be in the
FBI. It's always been appealing.
I figure ifl'm not going to pursue
philosophy I can always chase
down bad guys.''
Rotondo may challenge
the perceptions of a philosopher
with his consistent humor and
reasonableness, but it's evident
he holds great knowledge and
an eagerness to share his many
years of education with his students.
"I'm hoping I can generate some interest in philosophy in the student body. College
isn't just about getting the job.
You have a great opportunity to
develop your intellectual ability
and I say go for it!"

Han~ng with Hanna: Advice for New Students
BY HANNA PULTORAK
Nor'easter Staff
With your first (maybe
even second) exams and midterms coming to a close, you're
probably looking for some fun
things to do to help you unwind,
right? Well, Maine was named
"Vacationland" for a reason.
Close your notebooks, stash
away those heavy textbooks, and
shut down your laptops. It's a
great time of year to be in Maine
(not that it's never a great time
to be here). Take advantage of all
this beautiful state has to offer
and make the most of this fall!
As we all know, the days
are starting to get shorter and
the temperature is dropping. Besides stuffy noses and the constant need to be wrapped up in
blankets, this weather brings
along gorgeous foliage. Southern Maine is currently in its peak
foliage, meaning that right now
is the best time to go fulfill your
dreams of being a leaf-peeper.

Many trees on and around campus are changing, but why not
go out and become one with the
wilderness? Go for a hike! There
are plenty of trails around the
area that offer not only breathtaking views but also the peace
that comes with being out in the
woods. The Saco Bay Trails are
a group of separate trails that
take you around the Saco Bay
area. Some are set further in the
woods and some along the coast.
Also, right here in Biddeford
Pool, the East Point Sanctuary
trail will bring you around the
pool and give you a grand view
of the Wood Island Lighthouse.
This lighthouse is said to be
haunted after a man killed another man and then took his own
life. Perfect storytelling for this
time of year, right? If trees aren't
thrilling enough for you. maybe
something a bit on the scarier
side will be just perfect.
Hayrides bring back so
many child memories, don't
they? Well, here in Maine haunt-

Prof~rs Say the Darndest ~
"I have never run a student
through with a sword."

"Sundays, I take care of family, God, and beer."

ed hayrides are taken seriously.
The Original Haunted Hayride of
Scarborough has been open for
over 20 years and continues to become better and better with age.
Open many nights all throughout
this month. it offers a scary ride
through the woods right next to
Scarborough Downs. At the low
price of only $13, you can't go
wrong for a classic haunted hayride. If you're too afraid of the
ghouls at night, try some daytime activities.
On a nice sunny autumn
day, what better to do than go
apple picking? Luckily for us we
are in a location where many orchards surround us less than an
hour away. Brackett's Orchards
in Limington is only forty minutes at most. It's considered one
of the oldest family owned and
operated apple orchards in all of
Maine--how cool is that? Other
orchards include Libby and Son
U-Picks in Limerick. Kelly Orchards in Acton, and McDougal
Orchards in Springvale. What

''I know a sex addict...and it's

• Bill Clinton."
•

"You gotta be Pacific with me,
if not Atlantic."
''It gets all fuzzy, like why did
you have to ask that asshole."

"It'd be difficult to sit and
laugh your ass off. No really,
think about it!"
"The weekend will be dedicated to the tests-After Cirque
du SoleU."

"They don't send me a book-well they do but I don't know
what they're talking about."

''I worked the bananas out of
her."
''They don't run a race with a
refrigerator strapped to their
back."
"Jesus wrote, Dear Diary: The
crown of thorns was a bad
diea; use grape leaves next
time."

"Some people hate trig. They
would just as soon nail their
tongue to a brick...slowly."

"Once you come In we can
start the edumacation process-.now get your asses .In
here!"

times and some extremely comfy
seats. Just be sure to stop at the
Box Office to pick up discounted
movie tickets because hey, we're
college students and we like
things cheap.
While the weather and
seasons are changing, don't get
too enveloped in your work.
Some important advice given to
me by a great mentor is to remember "me time." Make sure
that amongst all your business,
you take a few minutes to do
something for yourself. College
is a tough transition and the work
only gets harder as you go. Taking a break every now and then
is important in minimizing stress
and enabling yourself to focus.
It's also a great way to just relieve some stress you already
•
have built up. Hitting the books
is important, but always remember that your college experience
is what you make it.

Student Health Corner:
INFLUENZA Season is Here
BY CHERRY BAKER
Nor'easter Contributor

"I would have been a commnist Intellectual.

better way to spend a Saturday
than at an orchard? Take it from
me: no matter how old you get,
when it comes to apple picking,
it's always as much fun as it was
when you were a kid.
We all know how the
weather doesn't alway like to
cooperate. Unlike last year, it
hasn't rained only every Thursday which leads to rain corrupting our weekend plans. While
there's nothing compared to
curling up on the couch on a
rainy weekend sipping cocoa
and watching movies, why not
go out and watch a new release?
Smitty's Cinema offers dinner
and a show! While watching
your choice (mine include Pitch
Perfect, Taken 2, and Paranormal Activity 4), you could order
anything from their menu and
dine while your movie is playing! Tell me that isn't better than
popcorn. If a traditional movie
theater is more your type, Saco
Cinemagic is only a short drive
away. It also offers later showing

Beware of INFLUENZA! Remember all the simple
things you can do to prevent
getting INFLUENZA. Wash
your hands. avoid contact with
others that are sick especially
if they are coughing, get plenty
of rest and sleep, and maintain
a healthy diet. Also, get vaccinated! There is a Flu Vaccine
Clinic in the Campus Center
on Monday 10/15 from 2-4PM
in the MPR's and another one
on Thursday 10/25 in the lobby of the new Alfond Forum
from 11 AM-2PM. If one does
become ill, go to the Student
Health Center or go see a Primary Care Provider for care and
treatment.
Wondering how to tell
if you have INFLUENZA? Fe-

ver, body aches, and a hacking
cough are the biggest signs, and
also sometimes a sore throat,
nausea and vomiting, and diarrhea are symptoms. Remember,
INFLUENZA is a respiratory
illness. The Health Center has
medicines that will help reduce
symptoms and decrease time
spent being sick. Rest and clear
fluids are vitallv imoortant.

If a student thinks he/
she has INFLUENZA, he/she
should stay away from public
areas and stay inside in bed. Fever reducers like ibuprofen or
Tylenol may help reduce a fever.
If in doubt, a student should go
to the Health Center or doctor to
have a test done and get a proper
diamosis.

COURTESY OF HEALTH.UTAH.GOV

•

•
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SPORTS
Men's Soccer Earns Big Win against Salve

MELISSA WHITTAKER, NOR'EASTER STAFF
UNE lights for rhe ball

BY DEANNA BAUMERT
Nor'easter Staff
Salve Regina, one of the
top teams in the Commonwealth
Coast Conference, had no idea of
the storm about to hit them when
the Nor'easters took them on in
a contest that would end with the
Scahawks losing their first con-

ference game of the season.
Salve Regina was the
first to attempt a goal but their
efforts were thwarted by sophomore goalie Aidan McParland in
the fourth minute. An own goal
around 12 minutes resulted in
UNE taking the first point of the
game, much to the Seahawks'
dismay. During the rest of the

half, the Seahawks made a few
attempts that kept the goalie
busy. After a blocked shot about
13 minutes into the half, Salve's
Zachary Kraft tried again a few
minutes later but it was not meant
to be as McParland dived left
and saved it. Salve's Issa Demirgioglu took a couple of passes at
the goal about 25 and 27 minutes

but was denied both times.
For UNE, Bryce Parrish
saw three of his game total four
shots fall short of scoring and
Tyler Garnick was blocked by
Salve goal keeper Daniel Stem
when he tried for a point about
12 minutes into play.
The next, and last, goal
was not scored until the end of
the first half. Sophomore Sean
Goodrich had been put in as a
sub for classmate Anthony Frangione and about five minutes after the switch, he put one in the
net for UNE with the assist going to senior Ethan Wells. Salve
led in shot attempts during the
half with eight shots to UNE's
six but the Nor·easters saved the
five that were on goal and carried their 2-0 advantage over to
the second period.
The teams took the field
again for the second period with
Salve ready to make a comeback
and UNE ready to keep them
from doing just that. The Seahawks had a number of shot attempts and again had more than

the Nor'easters did but between
Big Blue's goalkeeping and their
own off-target shots, they were
unable to score by the end of the
period. In fact, neither team was
able to add to the score during the
half. Not that there weren't any
close calls though: a little over an
hour into the game, Salve nearly
had a goal and it forced McParland to dive in order to keep the
Seahawks at bay. For UNE, Parrish made the final shot of the
game with four minutes left to
play by making a fourth attempt
on goal but it went wide.
For his efforts, McParland was named Defensive Player of the Week by the CCC for
the week ending October 7. This
is his third time receiving the
honor during this season.
The team is in the home
stretch of their regular season
now and are looking to add
some more wins to their record
before the CCC Championships
at the end of the month.

Women's Soccer: Guyette, Palmer and the Nor'easters Cruise by Seahawks for Conference Win
I

COURTESY OF ATHLETICS.UNE.EDU
UN E soccer player passes the ball

BY ADRIENNE CHASE
Nor'easter Staff
This past Saturday the
Nor'Easters took on conference
foes. Salve Regina in a fight to
take over the fifth spot in the
• Commonwealth Coast Confer• ence. In the past the Big Blue
•
has had the Seahawks' number,
winning five straight previous

matchups against Salve, but as
we all know to quote the Celtics·
forward Kevin Garnett's famous
words, "Anything is possible."
To start off the first half UNE
went with junior goalkeeper Samantha Guyette in just her third
start of her career. This being
said Guyette was on fire coming
off a twelve save shutout performance the previous Wednesday

in a 2-0 victory versus conference opponent Curry. It would
be evident early in the match that
the Nor'easters would need yet
another stellar game by Guyette
to keep them in it, as she had
to make eight saves to keep the
shutout alive by the end of the
second half. Salve's goalie would
not have such luck as sophomore
mid fielder Margaret Palmer had
other plans for the Seahawks' attempt at the shutout, scoring off
a long service pass from about
midfield from junior defender
Morgan Humphreys just past
the eight minute mark. Just before the first half would come to
a close junior mid fielder Katy
Marshall would sink her third
goal of the season in the back
of the Seahawks' net off a pass
from Palmer.
Just minutes after the second half started up Palmer completed her alJ-star worthy performance with her second goal
of the game off a pass from fellow classmate Jayne Kelly. This

would be all the offense Guyette
would need as she would end the
game with her second consecutive shutout in which she had
made another 12 saves.
Both
Guyette's
and
Palmer's performances earned
them CCC recognition as each
won Defensive Player of the
Week and Offensive Player of
the Week respectively. Guyette
also went on to earn ECAC Defensive Player of the Week for
her performances versus Curry
and Salve Regina.
UNE went on afterwards
to face non-conferenrP oppon~nt
Bates College at home on Tuesday. The Bobcats were able to
strike first with the only first half
goal by either of the two teams.
Bobcat mid fielder Sam Rose received the pass from mid fielder
Julia Rafferty, and snuck it by
the out stretched reach of UNE's
goal keeper.
At the start of the second
half Bates would put UNE in
an even deeper hole with a goal

scored by forward Jaimie Cappucci off an assist by Bud Arens.
It wouldn't be long though
before Big Blue's senior mid
fielder Nicole Faircloth for one
bounced her shot over the Bobcat's goalie's head for her third
goal of the season. UNE would
then strike again with the equalizer coming from first year forward Jackie Dickerson with the
assist credited to senior forward
Lauren Blaisdell.
Just as the momentum seemed to be going UNE's
way, Bates quickly stopped the
bleeding with a game winning
goal coming off the foot of first
year forward Karen Lockhart
off of Rafferty's second assist
of the game. The loss sets the
Nor'easters' record back to 5-9,
as they now look to face a conference matchup versus Nichols
(3-8-2, 0-5) on Saturday at Barbara J. Hazard Field.

•

Intramural Legends:
UNE Athletics Beyond D3
BY SHANE STEVENS
Nor'easter Staff
As we head towards
the end of October. Intramural
Sports are well underway and
are heading towards the playoffs. This is a time when the
greatest backyard athletes will
shine. Even though the weather
is getting colder, flag football
is heating up. Currently men's
teams like Discount Double
Check and The Arsenal, as well
as the women's team. The Palpatators. arc sailing smoothly at the
top of their leagues. At the same
time. there are teams pushing
for the top spot. like the yellowflaunting "I am Mearle" lead by
the great Garret Barcheski.
7v7 soccer is also continuing across campus behind
Sokokis. Teams such as Shine
Down. FC Biddeford. Digiti
Minimi. and The Gnarwalz
currently lead the two soccer
leagues. Even the collC('tion of

Free Agents have two victories
under their belt, and the fan favoritc Patty Lee Bohn continues
to play well. Ultimate Frisbee
could see a championship soon,
as the four teams battle it out flying-disc style with the threat of
double-elirnination hanging over
their shoulders. Meanwhile, intramural softball players are taking an unusually high number
of roundtrips around the bases.
as the big yellow balls are continuing to head over the fence
towards the Saco Ri\'er. Lastly,
players such as Eddie Burke and
Sean Bryan continue to skillfully handle the competition in the
thrilling sport of Singles Racquetball.
For those that have yet to
visit the Intramural Sports bulletin boards that are scattered
across campus (they are located
in the Campus Center. Decary
and Alfond), or the UNE Intramural Sports Facebook page,
there arc four new sports that

have only just closed for registration. For more information on
some of our intramurals. such as
Basketball, Indoor Volleyball,
Broomball, and Floor Hockey
visit the Intramural Sports page
at www.athletics.une.edu under the Athletics Department
tab. This website has a complete schedule of the sports we
will be offering along with their
deadlines and rules. This year
all sign-ups are done through
this page. For those who want to
experience an exciting sport on
the fresh new ice of the Forum,
check out a Broomball team; you
won't be let down. Staff members are also in the process of
producing videos focused on Intramural Sports Top 10 plays and
Not Top 10 plays. which will be
posted on YouTube. In the meantime, tweet about UNE's intramural sports using the hashtag
#IMLegend!

•
•
•
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Cross Country's Split-Team Strategy a Snee~
BY DEANNA BAUMERT

Hardman.who came in at 25:26.
Annelise Donahue at 25:43, and
Nor' easter Staff
Erin Edwards at 25:50. The three
For the second year in a sophomores made it into the top
row. UNE"s cross country team 150 out of 453 total runners in
saw good things come from the race. The team placed 10th
splitting their team between two out of a field of 43 teams.
different meets on the same day.
The men at Westfield saw
On October 6. one group a 17th place finish out of the 40of runners headed to Westfield team field with a score of 512.
State. the future site of the NCAA Sophomores Chad Lyons and
Regional meet. which will take Shane Murphy were the first two
place in November. The women men in for UNE, with their finran a six-kilometer race and were ishes only seconds apart. Lyons
lead once again by Michaela Mo- posted a time of 27:53 and Murran. who has earned a number of phy was in two seconds later at
CCC honors during this season 27:55. Juniors Nate DiMartino
and was also named UNE's Ath- and DJ Raboin were next in for
lete of the Month for September. the Nor'easters. finishing the 8k
The first-year had a top 50 finish, course with times of 29: 19 and
completing the course in 24:01 30:02 respectively. The last to
and was followed three seconds score was first-year Gabe Turner,
later by junior Colleen Ahem. who came in three seconds after
who also achieved a top 50 fin- Raboin.
While this group was
ish. Adding to the Nor'easter's
score of 400 points were Natalie running down in Massachusetts,

another group of lJNE runners
was racing at St. Joseph's College here in Maine, where the
women started off the day with
their 5k race. First-year Colleen Clark was first to finish for
the team, with a time of 23:52
that put her at 12th overall, and
was followed closely by the
Nor'easter's second-place runner who came in at 23:36, to put
her at 14th overall. Junior Chelsi
Gaffney finished in 15th with a
time just under 24 minutes, and
to round out the scoring. firstyears Rachel Doran and Sadie
Broderick posted respective
times of 24:13 and 24:29. The
team's score came to 75, which
earned them fourth place out of
10 teams.
Yet another first-year
took the top spot for Big Blue
that weekend. Taylor Vogt raced
his way to a top 10 finish in the
8k race, with a time of 30:05. The

COURTESY OF ATHLETICS.UNE.EDU
Women's Cross Country runner leads the way

rest of UNE's scorers placed in
the top 25 including their second
runner in, sophomore Trevor Updike who completed the course in
31:36 for 14th place. Classmate
Ryan Curran and first-year Peter
Swan finished within one second
of each other at 32: 19 and 32:20,
and to top off the Nor'easter's 78
point score, sophomore Ryan Funai took 22nd overall with a time

of 32:33. Their performances
gave the Nor' easter 's a second
place finish, with Emerson College claiming the team title by
seven points.
The team came back together for the Maine State Meet
on Saturday. hosted by USM.
They are now preparing for their
final meet together, the CCC
Championships on October 27.

Women's Club Rugby Comes to UNE
BYROYALE
HARDENSTINE

land doing one of their famous to the hard work of Lindros and
Hakas. Then Kayla Lindros and Lee. the rugby team has reached
Nor'easter Staff
Rachel Lee began to explain not official club status.
only the game of rugby. but also
The great thing about this
Lately. it seems as though how they hoped to form a rugby club is that aJJ undergraduate fethe sports world at lJNE is gain- club for the campus to all of the male students who are interested
ing many new additions. The cager individuals in the room.
in playing are encouraged to join.
Harold Alfond Forum has been But where did this journey be- One of the most important things
added. and a women's hockey gin for Lindros and Lee? After to realize is that no experience is
team has also come to our cam- speaking to her freshman RA, necessary. Rugby is a sport that
pus. However. there is another who played men's rugby. and is growing in popularity throughnew aspect to UNE sports these Patty Williams. the men's team out the US; however, portions
days: a women's club rugby advisor, Lindros was disappoint- of the current club members
team. With the new designation ed to discover that UNE did not are newcomers to the sport and
as a club sport for UNE. the rug- yet have a women's team. How- working hard to learn the details
by girls have begun to practice, ever. Williams put her in contact of the game. It is a learning exwith members who are new to with Lee. who was also inter- perience that everyone is going
the sport learning the game. Due ested in beginning a rugby club. through. and not knowing how
to a solid interest in the club and The two then worked together, to play rugby should not deter
some hard work by the founders. and after a good turnout for the an interested individual. When
the idea of a women's club rugby first interest meeting, it seemed asked why she thinks women's
team has become a reality for pretty clear that perhaps UNE's rugby is a good thing for UNE,
club sports scene was ready for a Lindros stated. ''Not only are we
UNE.
Close to the end of the 2012 women's team. At the beginning exposing people to the game of
spring semester. the first inter- of this semester. another interest rugby, but we're offering the opest meeting for a women's rugby meeting was held. and the possi- portunity for women to get inteam was held. Facebook invi- bility of women's rugby was also volved in a sport that is gaining
tations were sent out and word offered at the involvement fair. recognition all throughout the
spread throughout lJNE that More meetings followed. and the world. Rugby also provides an
there was a possibility of a rugby process of forming a club team outlet for stress and has great opteam for the girls. The meeting began. Plenty of girls on campus portunities for building connecstarted off with a YouTube video showed excitement and enthu- tions, which is what lJNE is all
• of the All Blacks from New Zea- siasm to play. and now. thanks about. We're hoping to give the

•

lJNE community another reason
to be proud of our school." With
this new club team on campus,
the number of opportunities for
individuals to get involved in
campus activities continues to
grow.
Right now the team meets
three nights a week, in order to
practice and help those new to the
game learn more about it. This
is being done with the help of
Coach Ashley Potvin from Biddeford. She currently plays rugby
for the Portland Women's Rugby
Football Club and played at the
college level for Norwich. Patty
Williams, advisor to them men's
rugby team, is also advising the
women's team. She is the Intramurals Coordinator for UNE and
plays rugby for the Portland team
as well. The overall goals of the
club are clearly to play rugby as
well as spread knowledge about
the sport. They also hope to provide an opportunity for those involved to meet people outside of
their normal circle of friends. As
of right now, however, the team
will not be playing any games
for this season. The good news is
that next fall, the UNE commu-

nity can look forward to having
the opportunity to attend some
women's rugby matches, as they
will be entering into league play.
Although the new club
team may not get to play any
games this season. they are continuing to work hard and build
the club. With dedication and a
strong group of leaders, as well
as the support of the UNE and
surrounding communities, the
club will soon be up against other schools in the area. The future
looks bright for the lJNE women's club rugby team, and with
college rugby gaining popularity
and rugby sevens being played at
the 2016 Olympics. one day the
women's club team may become
a varsity sport. That was the sentiment that Lindros expressed,
stating, "When I come back for
an Alumni Weekend in however
many years, I get to sec something that started with just a few
girls who wanted to play rugby.
turned into an established varsity
program."

•

•

CARDIO CLUB GROUP EXERCISE FALL 2012
Monday

Tuesday

t

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

CHEDULE

Saturday

Sunday

.,...
--- +
't

STRENGTH
3:G0-4.-00PM

GYM
HATHAYOGA
4:00-5:00 PM
MPR

•

..

-+------~
MPR = MULTl-PURPOSE ROOM
RBC = RACQUETBALL COURT
GYM = BACK HALF

FMI: Contact
Jackie Brooks, Club President,
Jbrooks4@une.edu OR
casste Ring, Club Advisor,
crlng@une.edu

Support your Nor'easters! Become a spectator and a fan.
Check athletics.une.edu for the latest schedules and information and
find game reviews on Dan O'Gorman's sports blog at http://unesportsdanog.blogspot.com/

•

•
•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Cat Power's new Album Proves an Artist can Evolve
BY KATIE LABBE
Nor'easter Staff
Cat Power is good, and
she knows that. Maybe she is
too aware of her own talent. She
is one of several musicians that
can be labeled as the "tortured
artist.'' On her ninth album,
Sun, Power boldly proclaims
her endurance however, against
the powerful forces of her inner psyche. After years of substance abuse, Power shares her
journey to the edge and back, as
well as commentary on our current society. Released by Matador on September 4, the album is
roughly 49 minutes long, due in
large part to track ten, "Nothin'

But Time,'· an excessive eleven
minutes. Despite certain shortcomings, Sun is easily one of the
best albums of 2012.
What makes Sun so effective is Power's artistic innovation. The album has minimal
guitar, and prominently uses
synths and beats. However, unlike recent endeavors into the
R&B influenced vortex by 0ther musicians, Power succeeds.
This success is due in large part
to the strength of Power's voice,
as well as her lyrics. While Cat
Power is known for her hauntingly depressing songs, she uses
Sun as a vehicle to express her
desire to live, and be content in
her life,a thought exemplified on

track six, "Real Life."
The opening track, and
single, "Cherokee," sets the tone
for the rest of the album. Power's
lingering vocals over an ethereal
synth beat carry you, immediately, into her serious world.
However, Power discuss more
than her personal issues in Sun.
She uses · the album as social
commentary, changing her writing style from I to us. On track
three, "Ruin,'' politics creep into
Power's R&B beats. The song
is based around the economic
disparity experienced currently
in the United States. However, Power also discusses social
rights within her album, specifically on the last song, "Peace and

the phrase has a lasting impact.
Though Sun starts off energetic and powerful, it finishes
with a relaxed demeanor. indicative of Power's 1998 release
Moon Pix. This relaxed demeanor does not take away from the
album, but instead aids to its high
quality. Standout tracks on Sun
include the poignant " Human
Being," and the previously mentioned "Manhattan." Cat Power,
within 49 minutes, proves that an
artist can successfully evolve.

Love."
While Sun is, without
a doubt, an impressive piece of
art, it does have flaws. On track
four, "3, 6, 9," Power finds herself caught in a cycle of cliche
lyrics, and an unfortunate rhyming pattern. However, Cat Power
could sing in Pig Latin, and the
song would still be enjoyable.
The lyrical failure of "3, 6, 9,"
thankfully, does not bleed into
any other parts of Sun. In fact,
most of Power's lyrics are infectious, and difficult to forget. In
"Manhattan," track eight, the
song slowly fades with Power
continuously repeating. "howling at me, howling at you."
Within the context of the song,

'Tis Breakup Season: Que the Music
BY KATIE LABBE
Nor'easter Staff
Let us take a moment to
appreciate fall in Maine. How
easy it is, between the disheartening end of summer, and the
chaos of a new school year, to
forget that we are in the best state
for the fall season. While our
lives are constantly filled with
distractions, I would suggest. as
a friend of course, taking a moment to embrace fall in Maine,
and what better way to embrace
the season than with an autumn
playlist?
What is it about fall, you
probably aren't asking, that has
made me fall so deeply in love
with the season? Firstly, I am a
sucker for fall foliage. I already
have an inclination towards rural
landscapes, so the addition of vibrant reds, oranges, and yellows
on almost every tree is enough
to make me act like Taylor Swift
after winning a Grammy. Secondly, the temperature lowers
just enough to reach sweater
weather. Considering I was born

and raised in Maine, I learned
early on in my life that layering is an essential skill to have
if you intend to survive this Dirigo weather. Sweaters became
a crucial component in the art of
layering, and soon, you forget
how to build an appropriate outfit for any temperature above 60
degrees. Lastly, and most importantly, fall has a soundtrack unlike, and better, than any other.
With no further wait, I
will share the three best albums
on my fall playlist: Death Cab for
Cutie's 2000 album, We Have the
Facts and We're Voting Yes, Bon
Iver's 2007 debut For Emma,
Forever Ago, and another Death
Cab for Cutie record, 2003's
Transatlanticism. Though putting two Death Cab albums on
the list may make me seem like a
diehard Death Cab fan, I can assure you I am not. I honestly do
not enjoy any of their newer albums, due in large part to my indifference towards Los Angeles
and Zooey Deschanel. Because
of this, I do not feel the need to
listen to a 50-minute album that

talks only about the two. And
before Bon Iver, a.k.a. Justin
Vernon, won the Best New Artis~ award at last year's Grammys
for his arguably overproduced
self-titled record, he was recording and mixing For Emma, Forever Ago in his parent's cabin.
Though the albums come from
currently over-hyped artist, the
records themselves are from a
better time, when there was musical integrity in their work.
All three albums cover
the proverbial issues of love lost
and longing. In Bon Iver's, For
Emma. Forever Ago the album
revolves around Vernon's recently ended relationships, both
with his girlfriend and former
band. The album itself is an intimate affair. with just Vernon's
simple guitar melodies. The
ethereal vocals only add to the
lyrical heartbreak. In the song
"The Wolves (Act I & II)," Vernon opens the simplistic ballad by uttering, "someday my
pain will mark you." In Death
Cab's album We Have the Facts
and We're Voting Yes, the record

deals with the repercussions ·
of a mistake-riddled summer,
while Transatlanticism reflects
upon failed relationships. Unlike Vernon, Death Cab's songs
are played with a full band, and
are absent of any acoustic instruments. The vocals and songs are
much more straightforward than
the cryptic tracks on Vernon's
debut. Ho:'ever, l_ike Vernon's, '
they deal w~~ a penod of chang~.
In the song Company Calls Epilogue," singer-songwriter Ben
'bb d
.
h'
h
G1 ar exp1ams 1s c ang.
. d d h
"C h"
mg mm an
eart,
ras mg
through the parlor doors, what
was your first reaction/Scream·
drunk, d'1sorder1y: I'll te11
mg,
you mine/You were the one, but
I can't spit it out."
What makes these issues prevalent to fall is the idea
of entering a transitional phase
in your life. Fall, in many ways
is the most obvious transitional
season. Autumn steals you away
from the relaxed atmosphere of
summer, and prepares you for the
harsh cruelty of winter. If summer is your relationship, then fall

is the end of your relationship,
and winter is when your ex starts
dating your best friend. However, you cannot look at loss as
a purely negative event. By losing, for example a relationship,
we are given a unique opportunity to reflect upon ourselves,
and learn from our experiences.
While some may see this form of
thinking as delusional, I think it
is rather wonderful. If nothing
ever had a conclusion everyone
.
'
.
would be stuck ma never-ending
f
· al ·
cesspool o emotion munatu.
n,
th
·
nty. ne 1earn e most Lillporf
d •
tant aspects O ourse1ves unng
times of inner turmoil,
. which is
actually a very beauuful and fortunate event. If summer never
ended, the temperature would
never decrease, and the scenic
fall foliage that so many wait all
year for, would not exist. Therefore, this transitional phase of
your life known as fall, and all
the hauntingly depressing music
that goes along with it, should be
celebrated.

Taken 2 Provides Audience With Predictable Entertainment
BY SHANNON CARDINAL
Nor'easter Staff
This weekend I meandered back to my old stomping
ground, Bellingham Regal Cin~
ema 14, to attend a showing of
Taken 2. My dear companion
and I were lucky enough to miss
the previews, and walked in just
as the film opened on a bunch
of grieving Albanians families
who were burying the pimps and
kidnappers brutally slaughtered
in the last Taken. Wailing peasant women and harsh, weatherbeaten old men cursed the stars
that such fates befell their darling sons, and one man decided
• that now would be the perfect
time to rally the people and
charge blood guilt on the righteous slayer of their boys. The
• film seemed charged with promise of violent death and titillating
assaults, just the perfect concoction to quench the bloodlust of
the average American moviegoer. These mourning, angry relatives all swear their revenge on
Bryan Mills, helicopter parent
and homicidal maniac, and so we
disembarked on the voyage.
But for those of you
who didn't see Taken, a quick.
catch up: Liam Neeson is Bryan
Mills, CIA agent and watchful
father of Kim, played by Maggie Grace. She is (predictably)

taken while on vacation with her
college friends by some slimy
human traffickers. Her pretty
face, lithe bod, and virginal state
make her a hot ticket on the foreign black market, and so as her
dad is madly trying to track her
down . She's being bounced from
brothel to brothel. and bid on by
richer and richer creeps. SPOILER ALERT: Eventually she ends
up with a wealthy older gent who
resembles Jabba the Hutt. Daddy
murders what seems like dozens
of sex offenders and innocent civilians in his quest to reach his
daughter and save her from ravishment. So Bryan Mills bursts
onto the obese attacker's yacht,
slaughters his guards, finds fatty
in a state of undress with his precious (and unsullied) daughter,
and ends him. The viewer is left
to assume that they return shaken
but safe to the homeland.
This bloodbath with suggestive overtones is what we
came to expect from Taken 2,
and so it was, if to a lesser extent than its predecessor. In this
scenario the hunter becomes the
hunted, as Bryan and his ex-wife
Lenore, mother of Kim (played
by Famke Janssen) are taken by
a few vengeful Albanians while
vacationing in Istanbul. It is up to
sweet, innocent Kim to save her

in front of her dad and sell her
(again). Neeson lives up to our
expectations of a kick-ass, infalJible daddy who is absolutely
right about his daughter needing
constant protection - otherwise
her purity will be smudged, and
dirty foreigners will do unspeakable things to her and her mother.
The characterization here seems
to be as American as apple pie.
Ms. Grace does her damsel thing
in a satisfactory manner, with the
patronizing twist of handing her
a few grenades, telling her to follow dad's instructions carefully
about how to help him with them
and calling her the hero. Janssen
plays a very convincing desperate housewife/victim falling in
love with her old flame by being locked in a dank cellar with
him- a promising situation for a
rekindling.
Taken 2's premise is a little weak, as it is a rip-off of Taken, which tells a story as old as
literature about a knightly, protective male doing everything in
his superhuman power to save a
frail, tempting but virtuous lady
(or two) and sometimes needing
their love to be saved himself.
But I suppose it does say something about our desire for three
things in entertainment: love,
sex and violence. These potent
parents while skirting perverse items are inextricably mixed
kjdnappers looking to torture her in the film, and in pop culture

in general. I'd just be beating a
dead horse if I railed against a
society that feeds off this stuff
or a media that makes us hungry
for it. Instead, I'd like the analytic filmgoers and those reading
the review while waiting for the
shuttle bus to consider what it is
that attracts us to this dangerous
melee. Do we play the strapping
hero, the innocent victim? Or is
it the villain we find most alluring? In the power-triangle these
three roles form. where is it we

LiamN=n

I found the movie to be completely thrilling and a good time, •
even if there was little fodder for
'analysis. Something base within
me loved the violence, romance,
vengeance and reckless action •
without consequence; most of
you who have seen this already
or movies like it feel the same.
Though I would highly recommend Taken 2, I'd also highly
recommend that we take two
minutes to consider our tendency
to enjoy love, lust and wrath all
on the same plate, and then come
back for seconds.
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I Bet on Sky released by Dinosaur Jr.
BY KATIE LABBE
Nor'easter Staff
There are some bands
that should continue making
music until the apocalypse,
and while Tupac seems to be
the only artist heading towards
achieving that goal, Dinosaur Jr.
is a close competitor. On their
tenth studio album. I Bet on Sky,
the trio connects once again
with their slashing guitar riffs.
Released September 18th, by
Jagjaguwar, the album clocks
in at 47 minutes. Unlike earlier
Dinosaur Jr., specifically 1987's
You're Living All Over Me,
which featured an unpolished,
messier Dino, / Bet on Sky is a

crisply produced album.
The record opens with
"Don 't Pretend You Didn't
Know," an upbeat groove that
layers dream-like piano on top
of J Mascis's, always fantastic,
guitar. In fact. the song is reminiscent of Dino's 1991 standout
track "Thumb." off of their best
album Green Mind. While/ Bet
on Sky, does not match the level
of Green Mind, the album is still
a must hear. Mascis song writing continues to improve with
every album he releases, whether with Dinosaur Jr. or his soloendeavors.
Standout tracks on
the album include "Pierce the
Morning Rain," and the single

"Watch the Corners." If you
have yet seen the music video for ..Watch the Corners,"
I would recommend a visit to
YouTube. From the first heavy
guitar rift, the song does not disappoint. The single, much like
the album, reconfirms Dinosaur
Jr.'s commitment to true alternative music. While no longer
the lo-fi innovators they once
were, the mature sound still allows for Mascis 's high grain
solos. Though there are plenty
of quality tracks on the new
album, those unfamiliar with
Dino's discography should start
with an earlier album.

COURTESY OF SFCRITIC.COM
Members of Dinosaur Jr.

Local Music Expo: Amy Allen
BY COURTNEY GOULET
Nor'eastcr Staff
1\venty-one year old
singer-songwriter Amy Allen
wasn't very old when she got
her start in the Portland music
scene. In elementary school,
her older sister Ashley was part
of the all-girl rock band No-UTum. When the band was in dire
need of a bassist, Amy bought a
cheap bass guitar, a trucker hat,
and some pink high tops and was
in. However, It did not take Amy
many practices to realize that

bass was not her calling. but guitar. As a result, Amy began taking guitar lessons from a bluegrass banjo player and found her
passion. By age 13.Amy and her
sister began playing weekly gigs
at the Irish Pub Bull Feeney's,
opening for a local bluegrass
band,. Amy and Ashley continued to write and perform at local pubs and charity events until
Ashley left for college, leaving
Amy behind still in high school.
From there Amy began
writing up a storm and decided
that for her "Senior Project"

she wanted to record her first
EP and give the proceeds to the
Tanzanian Children's Fund, a
charity Amy had been a part of
her junior year. The 5-track EP.
entitled "Honey," evolved into
something much larger than a
simple project; Amy earned the
title "Best New Act" and "Best
Female Vocalist" in the 2011
Portland Phoenix. In the fall
of 2010, she spent my first few
months at Boston College juggling classes and music. In early
2011, Amy wrote a song called
"Neptune," and because it won

Boston College's Singer/Songwriter competition. As the prize,
she opened for Sugar Ray at
BC's Spring Concert. That summer Amy began recording her
second EP, entitled "Neptune".
which was released on May 25th
2012.
Amy also spent time in
2011 out in Los Angeles where
she auditioned for NBC's the
Voice. Amy stated, "It was a life
changing experience that made
me realize how important music
is in my life". This realization
led her to enroll in The Berk.lee

School of Music, as a singer/
songwriter major.
Amy is currently performing all over Maine, her last
gig was at Sparks the Rescue's
album release Show last month.
Since her youth, Amy has improved her voice to the point
where she is no longer p_laying at
pubs (which she still loves to do)
but rather big shows and venues.
And to think it all started with
her sister needed a bass player.

Capture Campus Creatively: UNE Campus Photo Contest
BY LINDSAY LaPRAD
Nor'easter Contributor
Many students use the
free and easy lnstagram app to
share photos and make them fun
and quirky using the filters. The
Alumni Advancement team, the
office that plans alumni events
and keeps alumni connected after graduating from UNE, has
created a contest for students
to use lnstagram to share what
UNE means to them as a way
to celebrate school spirit. The
opening of the Harold AJfond
Forum on October 26 has generated enthusiasm and pride in
athletics teams, wellness, and
academics associated with well-

• ness. This contest offers students

•

an opportunity to share a variety
of perspectives on the UNE experience.
The UNE Phonathon
program, a team of students who
calls alumni, parents and friends
of UNE to ask them to support
UNE through gifts. has been instrumental in planning and promoting the contest. They helped
design and create the bulletin
board outside of Decary dining
hall which features their own Instagram photos around campus.
"It's a good way for students to
connect with each other and with
campus. It's also a fun way to get
involved," Phonathon supervisor, Keri Feole '13 explains.
The "Instacampus: UNE
Campus Photo Contest" in-

volves the entire UNE Comrnunity. Once photos are submitted,
alumni, parents, faculty. and staff
will be encouraged to vote for
their favorite photos on the UNE
Alumni Facebook page. This
feature allows other people to
see UNE through the eyes of students while celebrating individual students' UNE experience.
Phonathon supervisor Belinda
Ampomah '13 has learned a lot
about the importance of connecting students with alumni to share
their UNE experiences during
her four years as a phonathon
caller, "This contest connects
the present to the past. It will be
fun for alumni to see all of the
exciting changes on campus".
Amy Haile, Director of Alumni

Bullmoose Music: An Area Gem
BY COURTNEY GOULET
Nor·easter Staff
As most of you know by
now. I am a huge fan of local undcrground music. This type of
music is next to imposible to find
on iTunes. so where does one go
who wants good quality, fairly
priced albums and records? My
answer has been and always wiH
be Bull Moose Music. The closest locations to our lovely little
campus would be in Scarborough,
Sandford. and Portland. Personally my favorite store is the one
found in Portland. Located on
Middle Street. this store is the
best by far. but it's hard to find.
Bull Moose can be found about
halfway down the street, you can
tell which building by the pizza

smell and Italian music. Once you
find this said location, open the
door and you have two options,
go down the stairs or down the
hallway; pick option one! Again
you will have options: to the far
left a movie rental shop, center
a cute Italian cafe, and finally to
the far right our destination.
Bull Moose smells like
dusty records and has very dim
lighting. Creepy yes. and no not
very appealing but you cannot
always judge a book by its cover. The variable that makes Bull
Moose different from all those
other music and record stores is
the local section. a whole 10ft
stretch of wall dedicated specifically to local artists. This is the
best part. Plus, at most locations,

on any given weekend there could
be an acousitc show my a local.
These shows are usually precursors to that ban or artists' up coming concert or release show. The
small intimate setting gives a better view and a great show to see.
Another feature I love
about this store is you can buy
concert tickets for cheap here for
almost any local show. If I recall,
I only spent about $10 dollars for
a show last year. at the door their
price was $16. For any college
student, this is a bargain. Never
pay at the door for local performances kids, always go to Bull
Moose first!

COURTESY OF KJTCHENANDCOK.COM

Advancement knows this connection is valuable, "While the
school may have changed since
alumni were on campus, our
students' stories and about their
experiences on campus reminds
them that while the buildings
may be different, what makes
this place special is still very farniliar. This contest will make
that connection with images."
Students may begin submitting their UNE lnstagram
photo entries via e-mail starting
the week of October 14th to the
Alumni Advancement office at
alumni@une.edu . Campus Instagram photos will be accepted
until October 2land then all entries will be posted on the UNE
Alumni Facebook page: http://

www.facebook.com/UniversityofNewEnglandAlumni.
All
photo entries will be featured in
an album entitled, "Instacampus:
UNE Campus Photo Contest"
and the UNE community, students, alumni, faculty & staff,
will be to vote by "like"-ing their
favorite photo. The photo with
the most "likes" will be revealed
the same day as the Harold Alfond Forum Dedication, Friday,
October 26th. Winners will be
published in the November issue
of the Nor'Easter News. The top
three Instagram photographers
will win a $50. $35 or $15 gift
certificate to the location of their
choice. Get ready to show your
UNE Nor'easter spirit. Snap,
share and win!

Ketchin' up with Kate
BY KATE ST. PETER
Nor'easter Staff
As we approach midsemester, and more importantly. my birthday, things are
beginning to settle down for
Ketchin' Up With Kate! I have
my recently elected co-host,
Shelby by my side and a variety of guests every week to
help me keep things interesting. We've had good numbers
at all of my shows thus far, and
I really want to keep this up!
But I might need some help in
order to do so!
I figure I should answer
a frequently asked question
for my fellow peers. At least
once a week I am something
like, "how do you come up
with the stuff you 're going to
talk about on your show?'' My
people have asked, and I have
answers! Every week I strive
to bring differcnt elements to
keep the interest flowing. On
an average day, I observe potential guests without them
even knowjng. Some may say

that this is quite stalker-esque.
I say this is called making new
friends. When I find my new
guests, I think about what we
are going to talk about, sometimes it is not until we are on
stage. I love to keep things a
mystery for others, and especially myself. I feel as if this
mysterious and somewhat improv approach to my show adds
more entertainment and overall excitement. Stay tuned for
more surprises every Thursday
night at 9:30PM in The Hang!
If anyone has any ideas
for segments or guests, they are
encouraged to contact me. I am
always looking to change things
up and I love getting feedback
about what the audience would
like to see. My show is meant
for my fans and I love making
them happy! When the people are happy, I am happy. So
please don't be shy; anything
helps and anything goes on
Ketchin · Up With Kate.
Keep
calm
and
#ketchk8. Deuces!
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OPINION
The Iles That Bind Too Tightly: Questioning UNE's Political Bias
BY TYLER R. VUNK
Nor'easter Staff
From induction ceremonies to honorary degrees. educational institutions have acknowledged the accomplishments
of notable American political
figures in various ways. The
University Of New England's
George And Barbara Bush Center is a three-story monument
dedicated to the former president
and first lady. both well-known
residents of the neighboring
town of Kennebunkport. Maine.
On the building's second level.
just below the plush administrative offices of the third floor, a
special room has been devoted to
preserving the more intimate moments of the Bush family legacy.
Old photos. knickknacks. and
other forms of memorabilia line
the walls of the modest space.
including a biographical account
of how George and Barbara Bush
met, their political and charitable
service. as well as their relationships with their children and
grandchildren.

Within the literature that
accompanies the displays. a passage describes the affinity former
president Ronald Reagan had for
the Bush family. Although Reagan's quote would be worthy
of inspection, ifs the addition
of an unknown author's prose
that demands a reader's full attention: "... all anyone had to
do was look to the Bushes to be
assured that family and civilization would never be in danger
if the country were to emulate
and follow the example of the
tightly-knit Bush family and
the ties that bind." As there are
myriad cultures that exist within
the modern world - all of which
could be considered to be different "civilizations'' in their own
rights-one might wonder which
"civilization'' the author is referring to. If the anonymous writer
claims that their use of "civilization" reflects American civilization, then it goes without saying
that the blanket term embodies a
wide variety of cultural contributions, including. but not limited
to. race, religion, and sexual ori-

entation. Yet, given the eclectic
nature of America, would it be
logical to endorse one small aggregate of the nation's diverse
population as the ultimate role
model for civilization? If all
U.S. citizens were expected to
"emulate" the Bush family's
"tightly-knit" example, would
it then mean that those who did
not were practicing dissent? Is
the author inferring that only heterosexual. religious Republican
families are, essentially, the only
Americans capable of saving the
nation from deteriorating at its
very seams?
While all literature. biased or otherwise, deserves a
sanctuary of some kind, it would
stand to reason that young people, in an educational setting.
should be free to ponder the validity of an opulent political family's contribution without being
exposed to a jaundiced presentation, set on proselytizing their
developing opinions. Whether
spawned from the influence of
prosperous benefactors or mere1ya shortsighted plan to gain no-

toriety, the message of the Bush
Center"s historical tribute should
never have been allowed to overpower the educational institution's ethical duty to both uphold
neutrality, and preserve its most
valuable resource: credibility.
The combination of the
current UNE administration's
public relationship with the
Bush family and its endorsement, whether deliberate or not,
of conservative Republican values are capable of promoting intimidation within the cJassroom.
Given the University's political
position, would a student standing in the shadow of an eightfoot tall statue of former president George H. W. Bush feel that
they had the right to challenge
the global ramifications of the
invasion of Iraq. the legal issues
surrounding same sex marriage,
and the overall necessity of the
Patriot Act? By being outwardly
biased, UNE has, essentially, devalued the authority of its professors, as any teacher who presents
different ideologies from those
of the university-endorsed Re-

publican conservative party is,
by default, discredited.
As continued expansion
appears to be on the horizon for
the University of New England,
the student body would be well
served to evaluate the message
that is being sent to prospective students. When a learning
institution appears to have succumbed to political influence. it's
rather easy to assume that such
an environment is incapable of
promoting a healthy arena for academic growth, let alone attracting scholars that share dissimilar
views. Perhaps, the controversy
could be seen as an opportunity
for students to define what it is
that they expect of their administration - who and what do they
want to be associated with? And
while questioning those that
make policy is never an easy
task, the earned rewards are often very satisfying, even when
they don't involve wet cement or
a ribbon-cutting ceremony. Besides , who wants a statue? They
never look real, anyway.

Everyday Citizen: The Problems With PETA
BY DANNY HUY

our lifestyle. You can't destroy
the art of the culinary industry,
or eliminate a Thanksgiving turLet me tell you a story key. or Buffalo wings in honor
about a grass-root organization of the big game. If anyone wonwith a clear goal. The People for ders why PETA is bothering me
the Ethical Treatment of Animals right now. at this very moment,
(PETA) which is a large propa- it is because of the organization's
ganda entity in America. The or- current attacks on some issues
ganization started in 1980, and which seem to be totally unrelatcame into the public after the ed to PETA itself. For example,
Silver Spring Monkey Case. The PETA targets kids all the time.
case involved a monkey that was If you Google PETA and look at
experimented on to study and ad- the images you find, you will see
vance treatment of strokes. The pictures that are clearly aimed tocontroversial picture showed wards children. But what makes
a monkey in a contraption that their advertisements even more
looked like it belonged in one despicable is the fact that they
of the Saw movies. Now, I am are bloody and gruesome. PETA
not for animal abuse. nor do I seems to believe that they will
discourage a vegan/vegetarian get their point across by showing
lifestyle, but through the years extreme and shocking images
PETA has gone too far. They and illustrations. How is this for
are a sickening organization that kids? How is a bloody Pikachu
thinks that they will someday progressing your cause? This
change the world; but there is type of propaganda looks like
no way that they wil I change the something that belongs in Newculture within our society. People bury Comics, Spencers, or Hot
will always eat meat--it is part of Topic.
Nor'easter Staff

Also, Speaking of Pikachu. PETA recently launched
a campaign that denigrates the
creatures we love. Since Pokemon is about capturing, training,
and battling, PETA believes the
games teach kids to abuse animals.. I love Pokemon; I always
have. I owned Pokemon Red, and
am currently playing Pokemon
Black 2. I have been a Pokemon
fan for years. I know the tactics,
stories, and advantages of all 649
Pokemon. PETA has attacked
something very personal to me.
They've released a game where
the Pokemon. all bloody and
beaten. kill humans that ..abuse"
them. They use references from
the most recent games. Pokemon
Black 2 and Pokemon White 2.
But the references are completely wrong. PETA did not do their
research at all, and in this game
they jump to conclusions. They
have also tackJed the concept of
Mario recently. PETA produced
a game that is aimed at killing
the character of Mario. Game-

lovers are confused about why
they have attacked Mario, and
PETA revealed that their reasoning was that the hero steps
on turtles, crushes mushrooms,
and steals animal fur to gain the
power of flight. Well PETA. the
"Tanooki" is just a costume, and
not in any way does Mario take
that suit from a furry little creature. When the organization got a
lot of flack because of the Mario
controversy, they came out with
a public statement saying, "Relax! PETA's game was meant to
be tongue-in-cheek. a fun way to
call attention to a serious issue,
that raccoon dogs are skinned
alive for their fur."
I do not understand how
a country this violent cares so
much about animals. It's common sense to not wear fur, and I
haven't seen anyone advocating
for it. No one is fighting against
you, PETA. This country sees
a number of homicides each
day. Why is that less important?
Sometimes, animal abuse issues

are really important, like the
time an abandoned warehouse
full of dead and sick puppies was
discovered. But there are some
people who value animal life
more than they value human life.
If you take a minute to watch a
video of cats on YouTube being
funny, you might notice a comment about how the video is a
case of animal abuse. Most times,
the video is animal curiosity that
leads to an unfortunate consequence. but there are people who
go insane over this material. One
example is a video that featured
a cat that needed help to get out
of a bathtub. The owner laughed,
but eventually got the cat out.
Some people posted extremely
harsh comments in reaction to
such "abuse." There are videos
of kids getting hurt by animals
on this same site, and everyone
laughs without posting harsh
comments.
In all, PETA needs to reorient and figure out the best way
to get their message across.

The High Price of Parking Permits
BY DEIDRE DICKER

lege with them. They say it is for
Nor'easter Contributor
the environment. But what about
those students who live hundreds
The exorbitant rates of of miles away from home and
parking permits on the UNE cannot expect somewhere to pick
campus cannot be ignored an- them up and drive them back to
other semester longer. Students school each time they need to go
have been paying for parking de- home? Public transportation is
cals begrudgingly and putting up not always an option for all stuwith the unheard of prices for too dents. I live in Northern Maine,
• long now. With the rising cost for example. There is no train
of tuition and books, that extra or taxi or zip car to take me all
$300 at the end of the summer is the way up there. and then back
a blow to the stomach. and to our again. And what about those
• budgets.
students who are required to do
As students. we are given fieldwork weekly for their classa fun variety of excuses to cov- es off-campus at very specific
er up this injustice. When I was times during the day and evelooking at colleges as a senior in ning? Arranging to take the bus
high school. I was promised by a or call a taxi in not convenient,
UNE recruiter that. even though nor is it always possible.
parking passes were expensive
So we bring our cars to
for first years, each subsequent school. And after paying $300 if
year the cost would lower. I am a we want a resident decal and $90
junior now. and I have paid $300 if we want a commuter decal. we
every year. We are also told that find that there is no place to park.
the cost of parking is so high be- As a resident in East. I have
cause the university is making found that the closest lots we can
an effort to discourage students possibly park in are still at least
from bringing their cars to col- half a mile away. And if we park

outside the dorms to unload our
armloads of stuff because it isn't
humanly possible to carry it half
a mile, we risk getting a parking
ticket.
At the same time. there is
no reasonable option for students
who are only living on campus
one semester. Students going
abroad, or graduating a semester early, or for any other reason
being on campus only half the
year still find themselves paying
$300 for a couple months worth
of parking. What excuse is there
for not making paying per semester an option? It is simply
nonsensical.
I understand that some of
our money we spend on parking
goes toward upkeep of the lots:
plowing. salting. and so on. That
makes sense. But when I learned
of other Maine schools whose
parking rates were drastically
lower, it made me wonder how
the extreme prices of parking
passes here at UNE could possibly be justified. After a little investigating. here is what I found

about parking pass rates across
the state:

of these numbers are purchasing
parking permits, which is an extremely safe and extremely low
Colby College: FREE
estimate, and assume that the unUnity College: FREE
dergraduate students are living
University of Southern Maine on campus and the graduate and
at Lewiston-Auburn Campus: professional students are comFREE
muting, that would be $635,550
Thomas College: $5 .00
from undergraduate students,
University of Maine at Presque $99 .810 from graduate students,
Isle: $IO .00
and $39,375 from professional
University of Maine at Fanning- students. That equals $774,735
ton: $20.00
from student parking passes a
Bowdoin College: $40.00
year. Please keep in mind that
University of Maine at Orono: this is an incredibly low estimate,
$50.00
and this is not including faculty
Husson College: $50.00
and staff. I have a hard time beBates College: $100.00
lieving that plowing and salting
our parking lots costs ¾ of a milTOTAL of all
lion dollars each year. On behalf
TEN COLLEGES: $275.00
of the entire student population. I
request an explanation of where
TOTAL OF ONE UNE
our money goes. We are being
PARK.ING PASS: $300.00
taken advantage of, and it needs
to stop.
According to the UNE
webpage, there are 4,237 undergraduate students, 2.218 graduate students. and 875 professional students. If we assume that half

•
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Anticipated Problems of UNE's Smoking Ban
BYROYALE
HARDENSTINE
Nor'easter Staff

The question on my mind
since I saw the flyers and voted
earlier this week. has been "should
UNE ban smoking?" Although l
realize that the vote bas happened
and this wiU most likely change
no one's opinion, I feel like l have
to give my 10 cents on this issue.
Let me preface this then, by saying
that although I do not smoke like a
chimney as the saying goes, I am
a social smoker. If someone offers
me a cigarette, especially in a partylike situation or in a large group of
people, I am a weak person and give
in to peer pressure within a second.
I do kind of like smoking. how!ver, I am not a daily smoker. My
one grandmother is a smoker and
i have witnessed what it has done
tJ her teeth. I've heard her coughs,
and I've seen her struggle to attempt
t;, quit multiple times. So why do I
: moke at all? As I said, in all honusty I like it, but only every once in
ll while. And yes, I know the health
risks to smoking. as I am sure most
people do. How could we not know
the risks of smoking? It is something
chat has been preached to us since
we started attending school. It's a
risk people know they are taking.
There is no question in my
mind UNE should NOT ban smoking on campus. The main reason
is that this campus is individuals'
homes. People live on campus and
should be allowed to smoke in some
prox.imity to where they live and
not have to walk to the outskirts of
campus in order to smoke. Would
making people leave campus to
smoke persuade them to quit? Perhaps if they are lazy, but I doubt it.

I personally think that the nity, and although Route 9 is well
one poster I have seen in Decary is lit, other areas are not. This presridiculous. It says "Kissing a smok- ents a danger to people who would
er is like licking an ashtray." What
is this poster even trying to achieve.
and really? Last time I checked,
smoking is not like some mythical
curse that causes your mouth to tum
to ash. A smoker, or any other tobacco user (remembering that all tobacco users are affected by this vote)
probably tastes like tobacco. Plus
I want to know who decided licking an ashtray was a good plan or
got the short straw in that situation,
because I would like to see some
evidence to back this accusation up.
I realize that with the possible smoking ban on campus,
people are most likely saying something along the lines of "but there
are people who don't want people
smoking close to where they live!"
This is quite true, but there are already protocols in line to help this
situation. And in a real world situation. if you have an apartment
somewhere and the people who
live around you smoke, what would
you do then? People have made
the personal decision to smoke, so
don't demonize them and take away
their ability to smoke on campus.
The other aspect of this issue is the question of where would
be considered the end of campus? Would there be safe areas for
people to smoke off campus? It
seems to me that some sort of arrangement would have to be made
so that people who still choose to
smoke can have somewhere designated off campus to smoke. It seems
to me that forcing people to leave
campus to smoke would result in
a great deal of people hanging out
near Route 9 or near the beginning of the Hills Beach commu-

be forced to go out there to smoke.
However, there is one point
I would like to make to those that
do smoke. Help yourselves out
and follow the rules established on
campus that address smoking. Follow the 50 yard rule and actually
smoke 50 yards away from buildings at the designated areas. Although it may be inconvenient and
you may get rained on, you have to
remember that if you would like to
continue to smoke on campus, this
rule should be followed. Another
good thing to remember is not to
litter. It looks bad to have any kind
of trash strewn about campus and
butts don't help the situation. There
are receptacles throughout campus for the purpose of collecting
butts; take advantage of them. By
breaking the rules. the case against
tobacco users gets strengthened.
So even though the vote
has been cast, this is an issue that
I have seen resurface various times
throughout my time at UNE. All
UNE students should take part in
these votes, because it is about what
the majority of people find is best for
campus. I realize that the bombardment of multiple emails reminding
you that this is coming up gets old after a while. Personally. half the time
I don't even read emails but rather
scan for important information. But
in reality the voting takes literally
30 seconds of your life. If you disagree with my opinion of tobacco
use on campus, that's fine; I just
hope you voted to offset my vote.
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Voices in the Crowd:
What ig ~our favorite geagon and wh~?
BY Sarah King
Nor'easter Staff
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"Spring because the weather is perfect and
my birthday is in the spring!"
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- Alyssa Berthelette,
Class of 2015

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Domestic subscription rates
are $50 for a full year and
$30 for a semester. E-mail
business@noreasternews.
com for more information.

ADVERTISING
E-mail business@noreasternews.com for advertising rates and a production
schedule.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"I like summer because I love the warm weather and spending the day at the beach."

Nor'easter News welcomes letters to the editor.
Letters should not exceed 500 words and must be received by 5PM on the Wednesday before the next publication date. For deadlines and to submit letters, e-mail
eic@noreastemews.com.
Longer op-ed submissions of 500 to 1000 words may be
arranged in advance with the opinion editor.
The editors reserve the right to edit all submissions for
length.

- Meghan Donahue,
Class of 20 16

"My favorite season is winter because it's the
one time in Southern California that you
can go outside without sweating.,'
- Carlos Aguero,
Class of 2016

Like us on facebook and
tweet us at
@noreasternews
Looking to get involved?
Want to join the newspaper?
Email eic@noreasternews.com
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